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Abstract: A new accurate method based on the -"rntrrg
technique of Finite Element Method (FEM) is used to
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derive the geometrical parameters of the irregular cross
section of rat long bone. The FEM is also applied to
calculate the mechanical parameters of the bone having

raw cross section and curved axis from its

load-

deflection curve in three-point bending. The results of
both the geometrical parameters and the mechanical
parameters based on the above methods are analysed as
well.
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area, yi is the
h;
are width and
coordinate of its centroid and w; and
height of a rectangular area A;, respectively. Same kind
of proof can be given when the area is subdivided into
triangles, by which it is easier to represent the irregular

where

Ai is a

discrete portion

cross section.

INTRODUCTION

Bending and torsion tests are widely used in

investigating the mechanical properties of bones and
changes in them due to an agent of a medicine or a
particular kind of exercise. The influences of these are
usually relatively weak. The simplifying assumption of
uniform elliptical cross section, l2l, and straight axis of the
bone beam normally used can lead to quite big inaccuracies
in the estimates of the mechanical properties of bone such

as Young's modulus and strength because the cross
sections of a real bone are quite irregular, the axis is

Fig. 1. A meshed cross section of rat tibia.

curved and the cross sections are not uniform, see Fig. 1.
These inaccuracies can mask the effects of the medicine or
the exercise. The aim of this study was to develop more
accurate estimation methods for the mechanical properties.

When an area is meshed into a finite number of planar

THEORY

The 3-D tapered

where
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unsymmetric beam element

permits the end nodes to be offset from the centroidal
axis of the beam element [1].

is

Moment of Inertia with respect to y-axis, I* is Product of
Inertia with respect to y- and z-axes, and It is Polar
Moment of Inertia with respect to pole O.

If

results

the following calculation. This element allows a
different unsymmetrical geometry at each end and

(1)

I, is Moment of Inertia with respect to z-axis, I,

in Fig. 1, approximate

converge to the exact solution when the elements get
smaller and smaller. This has been shown numerically
in reference [3].

(BEAM44) in ANSYS5.0 program will be employed in

The necessary geometric parameters of a cross section
in Cartesian Coordinate SystemYOZ (see Fig. 1) are

r,-[oyzd|

elements, as shown

Two coordinate systems of bone structure are used in
the following. The first one is a global coordinate
system (XYZ), which is used to describe the position
and orientation of the bone structure and the second
one is a local coordinate system (yr) fixed to the
Centroid C of a cross section, Fig.2.

the cross section is subdivided into a large number of

small rectangles, say n, we immediately see that
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RESULTS
Tables l,2and3 contain typical examples of the
results obtained in reference [3]. Method I refers to the
use of the FEM with irregular cross section of the rat
tibia bone, Method 2 uses the FEM with varying
elliptical cross sections, and Method 3 uses a straight
beam model with uniform elliptical cross section.

Table 1. Comparison of geometric results for a cross
section of rat tibia, as shown in Fig. 1.

I" (FE)

Number of

Fig. 2. The 3-D global coordinate system and 2-D local

Iy (FE)
mmo

Iy, (FE)
mmo

mmo

0.19557
0.19563

4.90209
4.91064

0.19564

4.9rr56

2.01449

3.20285
3.20744
3.20790
4.40529

0

5.69459

16.07o

37.37o

Elements

coordinate system of a rat tibia beam.

-mo

351

1.69924

Fig. 3 shows a FEM model of the rat tibia in the three-

1733
3444

1.70320

Ellipse
Difference

point bending test.

Table

t.73660

rat tibia

E
Fig. 3. Nodes, constraints and loading of an eight-element
beam.

The Young's modulus can be solved by using first a unit

Young's modulus and

a unit load to

calculate the

corresponding deflection f1 and the principal moments Myo
and M,6 at the loading point. The actual Young's modulus
of the bone material is

15.97o

2. Relative differences of

between Method

(7o)

I

I
tr.2

No.

It(FE)

Young's moduli

and Method 2.

No. 2

No. 3

No. 4

No. 5

13.4

8.1

15.3

9.3

Table 3. Relative differences

of

Young's moduli

between Method 1 and Method 3.

rat tibia

E

(7o)

No.
8.0

1

No. 2

No.3

No. 4

No.5

-16.8

8.0

1.7

22.6

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

of the experimentally

On the basis of the above calculation it is clear that
the differences between the results of the different
methods are very large, e.g.,37.37o , 15.37o and 22.67o
in Table 1,2 and 3, respectively.

Within the elastic range the longitudinal normal stress at a
point of the middle cross section can be calculated from

Therefore, it can be concluded that the results are really
method-dependent, and our FEM methods which take
into account the geometric irregularity of bone in

expression

deriving both the geometric parameters and

E=frxK
where

K is the maximum

(3)

slope

obtained load-deflection curve.

the

mechanical ones improve the results significantly.
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The maximum stress for the bone is on the

outside

boundary of the middle cross section because the bending
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strains are related to the middle cross sections.
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